"THE MUSIC OF SPEECH"
Have you studied English for Years and invested hundreds of dollars or even thousands
of dollars on English Language courses? BUT, When you speak, do people give you a
Funny Look and say “WHAT” or “HUH” or act annoyed and say “I Can’t Understand
you!” Do people treat you rudely or think you are STUPID? Even though you are very
intelligent and probably the smartest person you know! Are you stuck in a rotten job?
Have you failed to pass Pre-employment personal interviews or other language
proficiency tests? Are your limited English speaking skills holding you back in your
career or are you earning much less money than your full potential? We know exactly
how you feel because we have interviewed hundreds of people who have experienced
the same feelings. We understand your frustrations. I am sure you are very aware of the
numerous opportunities for those who speak fluent English. You realize your need to
speak better English. At KITAKITZ PUBLISHING, we have the solution and we offer you
unlimited opportunities. We NEED people with vision who can dream big! We need
people who are motivated to achieve great things and who also know this requires
HARD WORK! KITAKITZ PUBLISHING has developed the “SPEAK CLEARLY
METHOD” our “American English Accent and Dialect Language Program. We
guarantee if you invest a few hours each week learning the “SPEAK CLEARLY
METHOD” that it will change your life! UNLIKE very expensive ESL type schools,
private tutors, or endless hours of BORING Classroom instruction, the “SPEAK
CLEARLY METHOD” is LOW COST, ALWAYS interesting and it is the most efficient
language learning program available. We believe our methods are the BEST way to
learn a language. We believe experiencing Language should be in a natural setting
utilizing all of our senses. The same way we learned our Native language as a child.
Face to Face with our family FEELING THE “MUSIC OF SPEECH” through the sounds,
the vibrations, tones, pitch, volume, facial expressions and gestures. This “HUMAN
TOUCH” is missing from modern language programs. The “HUMAN TOUCH” is an ALL
important part of learning a language “NATURALLY.” Our methods makes learning
easier and highly efficient. In fact you will not even realize you are learning, it feels so
natural. The “Speak Clearly Method” totally eliminates BORING CLASSROOMS. There
are also NO vocabulary drills or grammar tests. Learning a new language is actually
FUN! After you complete the “Speak Clearly Method” you will NEVER again hear
someone question you by saying “WHAT” “HUH” or “I don’t understand you.” When you
speak you will earn instant respect from all who hear you. Career opportunities that
were once out of reach because of your limited English speaking skills will now be
available to you. Kitakitz Publishing will help you onto your road to success.
WE GUARANTEE IT!

